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introduction: setting the questions

By any measure, the creation and development of writing was a cybernetic ad-
vance with far-reaching consequences. It allowed writers to communicate with
readers who were distant in time and space, extended the storage capacity of
human knowledge, including information that ranged from mundane account-
ing to sacred narrative, bridged visual and auditory worlds by linking icons with
meaningful sound, and offered an enduring means of displaying and manipu-
lating assertions about a wide variety of matters.1 In part, the first writing at-
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1 Broader definitions of writing that embrace purely semantic devices (semasiography, Samp-
son 1985:29) relate to ancient systems of communication, especially “Mexican pictography”
(Boone 2000:29), but depart from the linguistic underpinnings that characterize the writing systems
reviewed here. Semasiographic definitions are not very helpful in understanding heavily phonic
systems. Their limited applicability to writing systems of the world identifies a typological weak-
ness; even the Mexican examples are inconclusive, since these texts bundle genuine lexical items
with supporting graphic devices. An alternative view is that the mixed Mexican pictography con-
tains writing, yet supplements it with effective pictorial clues. From this comes a narrative that is
translatable, with some controlled liberties, into language. Equating this distinctive package of fea-
tures with the preponderantly phonic nature of Egyptian, cuneiform, or Mayan glyphs blurs dis-



tracts attention because it contributes to a teleological narrative of progress
(Trigger 1998: 42). The invention of writing is thought, with good justification,
to undergird and enable present-day society. In its more developed forms, it is
indispensable to bureaucracy, propaganda, and administration.

However, the comparative literature on writing systems takes little notice of
unraveling script traditions, the phases of terminal use when forms of writing
passed into extinction. Today, Egyptian hieroglyphic writing, Mesopotamian
cuneiform, and Mayan glyphs, the scripts under review here, persist only in the
sense that modern specialists teach them in academic settings or artisans incor-
porate them into trinkets and tourist art. Ancient scribes were authentic partic-
ipants in their script communities (see note 2 for terms). Present-day specialists,
particularly in scripts undergoing decipherment, have no such grounding.

Just as the first writing needs study (Senner 1989; Houston 2003a), so does
the last writing. Beginnings and origins, whether of writing or states, find their
antithesis in endings and collapse (Eisenstadt 1988:237), although the obsoles-
cence of scripts tends to be far more absolute than the decay, however rapid, of
complex societies (Tainter 1988:4; Yoffee and Cowgill 1988). Historical links
mean that looking at origins and at collapse leads to reciprocal insights.
Nonetheless, comparative research on recondite matters like extinct writing
runs the risk of identifying broad patterns that in fact arise, not from trajecto-
ries common to humanity, but from deficient understanding of individual tra-
ditions. No one person can command all relevant information. Interpretations
change rapidly, and publication typically lags behind the outer envelope of
knowledge, especially for the evolving understandings of New World writing.
It is better to arrange a dialogue between specialists of distinct traditions (here
the major, extinct scripts of Egyptian, cuneiform, and Mayan), concerned to
chart the obsolescence of those traditions in a controlled comparison. General-
ization should be related to a consideration of difference.2 Both in order to pro-
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tinctions. A broad definition of writing does not elucidate these scripts, although it is useful for un-
derstanding the relation of texts and accompanying images (Baines 1989; Taube 2000).

2 Some definitions are in order and some terms need to be introduced because current termi-
nology does not describe necessary concepts. “Writing,” used interchangeably with “script,” ad-
jectivally as “scriptural,” is the graphic encoding of lexemes and, ultimately, of syntax. “Writing
system” emphasizes the codified, systematic nature of a particular script. Writing can go beyond
the work of language by use of iconicity, such as the Mayan use of a snake head to specify that
meaning over other, possible homophones, or by disambiguations that reject one meaning in favor
of another (English [be] vs. [bee]). Script is also a communicative practice that intermeshes with
orality. Writing under-represents language to varying degrees. The earliest writing augments the
capacity of memory by depending, paradoxically, on oral comment and acts of memory. This is also
true of some of the latest texts from all the traditions we study. A “script community” is a socially
constituted group that uses and disseminates writing across generations through apprenticeship and
other modes of training. A “terminal script community” is the last to make effective use of a par-
ticular writing system. The end of writing is “script obsolescence” or “terminal use.” As with “lan-
guage death,” “script death” is a metaphor that injects both the vivid qualities and the inherent flaws
of biological metaphor: scripts have no last breath, rictus, or flatline. They “expire” because social
and cultural practices no longer maintain them across generations. They have “terminal writers” or



vide a reasonable basis for comparison and because we are asking questions not
addressed in the existing literature, we include relatively full treatments of the
three individual cases.

Some concepts of script obsolescence (see note 2) are derived by analogy
from the literature on language “death” (Dorian 1981; 1989; Campbell and
Muntzel 1989). Nonetheless, a tension comes from applying the terminology
of one to the other; any discussion of similarity and difference is necessarily
complex. It is possible to tally both why script obsolescence is not like language
death and why the two share a number of features.

language death and script obsolescence: differences

Writing is not language. It is a graphic conveyance of meaning and sound, and
has a communicative and existential role, being artifact as much as message.
Certain monastic orders or sects may suppress speech—thus the early, proba-
bly incorrect, explanation that Ogam in Celtic Britain and Ireland emerged from
Druidic sign language (Sims-Williams 1993:134–35). The key difference is
that language resides, according to recent reports, in the human genome, an as-
sertion that cannot be made for writing.3 People can learn a new language but,
unless in some way impaired, they do not stop talking. This ability is essential
to social life; its use is non-optional. For this reason, the use of “death” in de-
scribing the extinction of script is evocative but misleading. We prefer “obso-
lescence” for the reason that it means simply to “go out of use” and does not
employ a biological metaphor.

In contrast to language, writing can disappear, as happened in the case of In-
dus civilization, to be replaced by scriptural silence for over 1650 years (1900–
250 b.c.; Parpola 1994:24, 56). Similarly, in parts of later, post-Indus India,
scripts were closely linked to the creation of sprawling polities, Brāhmı̄  with
the Mauryan empire (ca. third century b.c.), and, in disappearance, to their dis-
solution, as with Kharosthı̄  and the Kusāna empire (ca. third century a.d.; Sa-
lomon 1998:12, 47; but see Coningham et al. 1996, for a revised Brāhmı̄
chronology prompted by finds in Sri Lanka). Moreover, children learn language
with aplomb, whereas writing presupposes more formal instruction, especially
rote memorization and mechanical repetition. In pre-modern societies, script
leans strongly to restricted use (primarily a matter of literacy) and application
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“readers,” who may or may not belong to the same category, a reader being potentially more pas-
sive and less skilled than a writer. “Grapholect” parallels “dialect,” pointing to a subset of a writ-
ing system that corresponds to the social and regional background of the writer. As Maya deci-
pherment advances, it considers increasingly the grapholects of certain kingdoms or regions and
the script communities that created such variants. “Biscript” refers to a text in two different writ-
ing systems. “Biliteracy” and “triliteracy” label the concurrent use of two or three scripts. A “dom-
inant script” carries superordinate prestige and benefits from social, religious, or political, factors
that comprehensively favor its use. The “abandoned script” is left behind for a “target script.”

3 See Pinker (2001). To be sure, symboling and image-making may represent an exclusive at-
tribute of anatomically modern humans (Mithen 1994:36).



(a question of genre and context, e.g., Goody 1968; Baines 1983; Harris 1989;
Houston 1994a).

Many languages have disappeared, notably in the last 100 years, and many
more are in grave danger of doing so (Crystal 2000:14–15; Sasse 1992:7).
Script obsolescence is far rarer, primarily because languages vastly outnumber
writing systems. Today, some 6,000 or more languages exist (Dixon 1997:143),
whereas not many more than 100 scripts are attested (depending on how they
are lumped and divided: Gaur 1992:216–26; Campbell 1997:vii). Nonetheless,
it is possible that scripts were invented with some frequency, but without the
means to transmit them down generations or develop them from temporary ex-
pedients into sustained traditions (John Monaghan, personal communication,
1999). David Crystal (2000:15) asserts that if it is to survive in the modern
world a spoken language requires in excess of 20,000 speakers. In cases such
as isolated languages in insular settings, this number is clearly too large.

On present evidence, writing needs far fewer people. In theory, script re-
quires but one reader. In practice, its survival presupposes a social investment
and relatively broad use. Numbers are hard to pin down, and, given the social
context emphasized here, may not be instructive for our comparative purposes.
At one extreme Rongorongo script on Rapa Nui (Easter Island) survived for
many generations with a total sustaining population of fewer than 10,000 and
an unknown, probably altogether smaller number of readers and writers (Kirch
2000:272; dating remains controversial—some opt for a brief span of use, e.g.,
Fischer 1997:6–7). However, the island’s extreme isolation and self-sufficiency
make it exceptional. Until the arrival of Spanish, it had no “target” language or
script to adopt. In Älvdalen, Sweden, where over 90 percent of late early-mod-
ern runes are found, albeit often mixed with Latin letters, there were only 1000
to 3000 people at any given time (Gustavson and Hallonquist 1994:157). An-
other example is the highly restricted use of Silas John’s shamanistic writing
system among the Western Apache (Basso and Anderson 1975:9–10); but the
long-term viability of that script is doubtful, since shamanic scripts, such as Na-
khi (Naxi) in China, flutter into extinction along with the rites that motivated
them (Jackson 1979:74).4 It is important not to fixate on numbers but to ob-
serve that script persists when circumstances promote survival. The number of
writers and readers required is evidently smaller than that needed for robust lan-
guage maintenance.

language death and script obsolescence: similarities

In other respects, however, language death is similar to script obsolescence.
Languages disappear because they are stigmatized or elicit negative prestige
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4 Na-khi religion is thought now to have just two fully trained dto-mba(dongba) or ritual spe-
cialists who can use Na-khi pictography (Eckholm 2000). Even at their most active, these special-
ists served only as part-time scribes, spending much of their time farming.



(Dorian 1989:2). So too for scripts. To paraphrase Grillo, “a subordinate script
is a despised script” (Grillo 1989:173–74; Dorian 1998:7), although the real
question is what caused those stigmata to develop. A terminal script communi-
ty can encompass a wide range of expertise, much like that of a disappearing
language. There may be strong writers and readers, imperfect or semi-literates,
and, in extremis, “rememberers” who may recall some written signs or the fact
that earlier generations employed a script (Campbell and Muntzel 1989:181).
Skills can slide within a single lifetime, a scribe going from competence to in-
creasing disuse and deficient recall. For this reason, Andersen (1982:85) ad-
vises separation of individual from community patterns in examining language
loss: there is a difference, for example, between attrition and a failure to acquire
a dying language, and the same applies to script.

As with language, the context of script obsolescence may be abrupt and rad-
ical, involving the extermination of the scribes or vigorous repression of their
craft, or it may experience “gradual death” as competence recedes toward
desultory, defective use (Campbell and Muntzel 1989:182–86). The process of
“tip” from one precarious state to another relates to the “ecology” of the script,
that is, to its position in relation to its society and culture and to other scripts
(Haugen 1971:25). The system of valuations in which scripts are embedded is
crucial—which are prestigious, which are not, which serve general functions,
which serve a more specialized purpose. Such aspects of the setting may also
explain why certain scripts hold on against potent, disabling forces. Gradual ob-
solescence may involve a shift to a dominant script while retaining a niche in
which an older script persists. Thus, after the introduction of the Greek alpha-
bet on Cyprus by the seventh century b.c., the local syllabary probably survived
because of its relation to the goddess cult of Paphos: when the cult declined in
the Hellenistic period, so did the use of the syllabary (Bazemore 1994:290).
Similarly, the peasant runic of Dalarna, Sweden, was used until the late nine-
teenth century by people who strove to preserve a distinctive sense of commu-
nity, perhaps with the assistance of antiquarian-minded priests (Gustavson and
Hallonquist 1994:171, 176): its terminal or last writers surely lived into the
twentieth century (Williams 1997:177, fig. 1). Alternately, some scripts follow
a “latinate” pattern, in which writing survives only in elevated or highly re-
stricted contexts. In an alphabetic context, a particular form can have major 
cultural significance, as with Black Letter style           in Germany until 
the mid-twentieth century.

The preservation of languages concerns highly emotive issues of cultural di-
versity and ethnic identity (Dorian 1998:5; Garzon et al. 1998:169–70; Crys-
tal 2000:66–67). The same is true of scripts. Consider the romanization of
Turkish in the attempt to link Turkey with Europe, the switch in Azerbaijan
from Cyrillic to roman script, in emulation of western Turks, and the use of dis-
tinct scripts to write what are essentially single languages (Serbian and Croat-
ian, Urdu and Hindi, e.g., Mobbs 1981; Turvey 1984; Underhill 1976). In con-
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trast, the effort to resuscitate one extinct script, Mayan glyphs, seems less an
attempt to replace Roman writing in Guatemala than an ephemeral nod to in-
digenous cultural autonomy (cf. Sturm 1996).

An unanswered question is how script obsolescence is ultimately compara-
ble with language loss in a deeper, structural sense. Do the simplifications (loss
of complexity) and reductions (defectiveness) documented in language death
also occur in writing? Do features from a dominant script slip into a subordi-
nate one (Andersen 1982:95)? Does the signary become impoverished in ter-
minal or late script communities (Andersen 1982:93)? Do scripts, like language,
experience moments of equilibrium followed by punctuation, divergence, and
extinction (Dixon 1997:68–73)?

The examples that follow, organized in rough chronological order (Egyptian,
cuneiform, Mayan, see Table 1, Fig. 1), two of uncertain connection in their ori-
gin (Egyptian and cuneiform), one securely separated (Mayan), cannot repre-
sent a full typology of script decay along the lines just sketched, but they do ex-
emplify some of the external and internal variables present in most instances of
last writing (compare Grenoble and Whaley 1998: Tables 2.1, 2.3; see also Ed-
wards 1992). In the case studies we examine three possible explanations for
script obsolescence: (1) a sociolinguistic explanation, in the sense of a correla-
tion between the decay and disappearance of writing and a loss of prestige; (2)
a “sphere of exchange” model (John Monaghan, personal communication,
2002), in which writing, like money, can be general purpose or restricted to cer-
tain kinds of transactions; and (3) a “demographic” explanation, in which the
smaller the number of writers and readers, the smaller the chances of cross-gen-
erational transmission.

egyptian

Indigenous, civilizational values and practices, including those of writing, re-
mained active in Egypt well into Roman times, more than four hundred years
after the Macedonian conquest of the country in 332 b.c., the introduction of
Greek as the language of the rulers and normal instrument of administration,
and the rise of Alexandria as the country’s principal, Greek-speaking city. Un-
like our other examples, Egyptian possessed several script types that were in si-
multaneous use. In Ptolemaic times much administration for the indigenous ma-
jority continued to be in Egyptian demotic, the cursive everyday script of the
period, but the rulers favored Greek for legal use, and far less demotic than
Greek survives on papyrus from the Graeco-Roman period (the ratio of mater-
ial on more durable materials is difficult to assess).

Conditions favorable to a cultural fragmentation of Egyptian writing had
developed from about 1100 b.c., as script forms proliferated and became less
mutually commensurable, while usage of the principal traditional forms be-
gan to be confined to fewer people. It is therefore desirable to sketch long-
term patterns before focusing on the Roman and Byzantine periods, during





Figure 1. Egypt, Mesopotamia, and the Maya region, showing relevant sites (prepared by Scott
Ure).
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which the system finally fell out of use (for introductions, see Davies 1987;
Ritner 1996).

Present-day classifications of Egyptian writing are influenced by Greek writ-
ers, notably the early Christian Clement of Alexandria (second to third centuries
a.d.), whose Stromatainclude a brief but well-informed description of the system
(V, IV, 20–21; 1981:58–61). This speaks of “epistolographic” (“letter-writing,”
now known as demotic), “hieratic” (priestly), and “hieroglyphic” (sacred-
carved). This division into three scripts is generally seen as going back to the Late
Period, after about 700 b.c. Because the first term of Clement’s triad was not a
very ancient form (see below), scholars seldom emphasize the analogous tripar-
tite division of earlier scripts, referring instead to two (as did the fifth-century b.c.
Greek Herodotus, II, 36). This issue of classification must be addressed briefly.

The traditional forms of Egyptian writing are now generally termed “hierat-
ic,” “cursive hieroglyphic,” and “hieroglyphic” (for usages, see Table 2). The
dominant form was hieratic, which was the cursive medium of everyday ad-
ministration and of literary production, used mainly on perishable materials.
(The meaning of the term “priestly” [hieratic] is appropriate only to its late us-
age, but no alternative designation has gained acceptance.) Literacy was taught
through hieratic and/or cursive hieroglyphic, while hieroglyphic, the monu-
mental, pictorial form which is now seen as emblematic of Egypt, was used es-
sentially for display among the elite (including communication with the gods),
even if a few signs, such as the ubiquitous anx “life,” may have been
very widely known. From the invention of the script in the late fourth millen-
nium b.c. onward, “monumental”—that is, hieroglyphic—and cursive forms
existed (Dreyer 1998) and could be transposed sign for sign into each other. By
the late third millennium, hieroglyphic inscriptions show signs of having been
worked up from drafts either in hieratic (e.g., Mathieu 1996) or in cursive hi-
eroglyphic. The latter is a third, intermediate script, used notably for religious
texts, that seems also to have been the main vehicle for instruction in calligra-
phy and that mediated between the other two, as well as providing a suitable
form for writing culturally central materials on the normal material of papyrus.

By the New Kingdom (from ca. 1500 b.c. hieratic tended to divide into sub-
types. Everyday administrative writing was relatively unpolished, while ele-
gant and careful styles were used for central chancery documents and for liter-
ary texts. From around 1200 b.c., religious texts, such as the Book of the Dead,
began to shift to hieratic from cursive hieroglyphic. This development took root
in the Third Intermediate period (c. 1075–656 b.c.), when distinct documen-
tary styles of writing emerged both in Upper Egypt, leading to “abnormal hier-
atic,” attested principally from the eighth and seventh centuries b.c., and prob-
ably also in the dominant north (Memphis and the Delta), where demotic
crystallized by around 700 b.c., superseding abnormal hieratic in the south by
about 550 b.c. (Vleeming 1981:36). From then on, demotic was the normal
form for everyday, non-literary writing, and hieratic gradually disappeared
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from that sphere. Concomitant with the emergence of this fourth script form
was the virtual disappearance of cursive hieroglyphic. Later hieroglyphs on pa-
pyrus tend to be essentially the same as monumental ones, rather than having
the distinct sign forms of cursive hieroglyphic, and are used for elaborate, part-
pictorial compositions that are not attested on any other medium (e.g., Beinlich
1991).

Thus, from the third millennium onward, Egyptian writing had three main
script forms (Table 2). The identities of two of the three scripts changed, but the
triscript principle remained. Such divisions of script forms, while only slightly
present in Mesopotamia (compare the lapidary Code of Hammurabi with the
paleography of a letter from that king’s chancery), are not unique; different va-
rieties of Chinese or of Arabic are obvious analogies. However, the integration
of hieroglyphic writing into pictorial and monumental forms, which is closely
paralleled in Mesoamerica, imparted great cultural salience to that script, even
though it was not a utilitarian form and few seem to have been competent in it.
This combination of limited currency and prestige meant that Egyptian writing
was culturally significant even when it was not understood by those who com-
missioned or inscribed it. As with many aspects of high cultures, transmitting
such a multilayered legacy involved a heavy investment.

The introduction of demotic and concomitant realignment of script types
meant that hieroglyphic and everyday writing ceased to be commensurable.
Whereas hieratic can be transcribed into hieroglyphic, such a transposition is
artificial for demotic and would probably not have been done in antiquity, even
though hieroglyphic and hieratic sign forms continued to provide orthograph-
ic models for some newly introduced words in demotic. This freeing of hiero-
glyphic from everyday script opened the way to a proliferation in its sign reper-
tory from a few hundred signs to some thousands, and to the creation of many
new sign values through inventive application of the script’s principles. The ex-
panded script was used on royal and non-royal monuments, notably in temples
for the former and temple statues for the latter, reaching its high point in Ro-
man times, when some of the most complex of all inscriptions were carved (e.g.,
Sauneron 1982). No text states what was the purpose of this elaboration, but
everything points to its being a celebratory integration of the maximum mean-
ing in inscriptions, many of which were carved in places where they could hard-
ly be read, because they were too remote or dark to be seen, or because few had
access to their locations. The inscriptions addressed the gods and the tiny peer
group of their creators far more than people in general. Yet, those which were
carved in accessible positions were often among the most complex, and some
remain difficult to decipher. This does not mean that their content was deliber-
ately obscured, but rather that they displayed the greatest virtuosity in the in-
terplay between choice of signs and verbal content. Their topic, which in sev-
eral cases is the construction history of a temple (e.g., Dümichen 1877), is not
secret, so that their elaboration should be interpreted in other ways. This de-
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Table 2.
Egyptian scripts and text genres in the late New Kingdom (c. 1200 b.c.) and the 

Graeco-Roman period (from Baines 1983)

Late New Kingdom (c. 1200) Graeco-Roman

script form language form script form language form

monumental hieroglyphic Classical hieroglyphic; some Classical Egyptian;
inscriptions Egyptian demotic demotic
scribal training cursive Classical demotic demotic

hieroglyphic Egyptian
official religious cursive Classical hieroglyphic; Classical Egyptian

texts hieroglyphic Egyptian hieratic; demotic
literary texts; hieratic Classical and demotic demotic

religious and Late Egyptian
magical texts 
for everyday use

business and  hieratic Late Egyptian demotic demotic
administration



velopment of hieroglyphic culminated when Greek had long been the official
language and had a larger literate community than Egyptian.

Parallel with the specialization of hieroglyphic, hieratic continued to be used
on papyrus in the world of the temples, to which traditional high culture was
increasingly confined (exceptional third-century a.d. graffito in mixed hieratic
and demotic: Griffith 1935:58 no. Ph. 68). As late as the third century a.d., re-
ligious texts and significant compositions, such as lists of categories of the
world (e.g., Osing 1998; Osing and Rosati 1998), tended to be in hieratic, which
had replaced cursive hieroglyphic in these and some other uses. The latest
works ofbelles lettresin hieratic may date between the seventh and fourth cen-
turies b.c. (Verhoeven 1999), but that function was gradually taken over by de-
motic.

Abnormal hieratic and demotic were long considered to be utilitarian, with
demotic becoming a vehicle of general high culture only in the Ptolemaic peri-
od. A literary text in abnormal hieratic (Baines et al. 1998) and fourth-century
b.c. manuscripts of literary texts in demotic (e.g., Smith and Tait 1984) raise
doubts on this point, as does the possibility that the largest single early demot-
ic text (fifth century b.c.), should be classified as literary (Vittmann 1998; an
issue not tackled there). Demotic was used for some religious texts (e.g., De-
pauw 1997:94–95, 116–21). Probably from the beginning, therefore, demotic
brought another strand to all uses of writing, except for the “monumental” style
of hieroglyphic. It was used for some public inscriptions in the Graeco-Roman
period, notably the decrees inscribed in hieroglyphic, demotic, and Greek that
provided the point of departure for the decipherment of Egyptian. The demot-
ic in these, however, seems to be inscribed more as a complement to the dis-
play of the Greek text than as part of indigenous writing practice. Demotic is
far more economical than earlier Egyptian scripts in its notation of words, but,
like many very cursive scripts, it operates largely in terms of sign groups or
word groups—in part through its indirect inheritance of the determinative sys-
tem of hieroglyphic—rather than individual graphemes. It therefore required
frequent use for proficiency to be maintained.

As a primarily administrative and everyday script, demotic was the most
widely used form of the Late and Ptolemaic periods (for education, primarily
in Greek, see Cribiore 1996). Its effective incommensurability with the other
scripts meant that it became largely self-contained. While it possessed unicon-
sonantal signs of potentially universal application, its mainly logographic, sign-
group-based orthography was never abandoned. Like hieroglyphic—and like
Mayan writing—it remained attached to a single language. Although a subset
of its signs was used to write Aramaic uniconsonantally (e.g., Vleeming and
Wesselius 1985), that practice did not take hold. Demotic calligraphy was also
used as the model for Meroitic cursive, introduced in Sudanese Nubia around
the second century b.c. to write a language unrelated to Egyptian (e.g., Millet
1996; Leclant et al. 2000). However, that script is consonantal/alphabetic (with
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graphic word dividers), and its structure was evidently inspired by other al-
phabetic scripts, whether Semitic or Greek (the Meroitic monumental script,
which is also alphabetic, was modeled on Egyptian hieroglyphs). Meroitic pre-
sumably used Egyptian models for signs because of their cultural prestige, since
it did not borrow the writing system.

Demotic had an uneasy relationship with Greek. When demotic became
Egypt’s everyday script, it was probably seen as an advance in terms of the lan-
guage, of which it wrote a different stage from earlier scripts, and in its rela-
tively simple and rapid sign forms (hieratic was largely indifferent in the stage
of the language it wrote). About three hundred years later, when Greek became
the preferred language and script of administration, demotic adapted principal-
ly by exclusion. The language it wrote developed relatively little and gradual-
ly became very far from the spoken. In relation to the wider linguistic environ-
ment, the principal Greek elements in demotic are proper names (Clarysse et
al. 1983); for the rest, Greek had little influence on demotic (Ray 1994). Its suc-
cessor, Coptic, which is Egyptian written in Greek letters augmented by a few
alphabetically used signs that were adapted from demotic, contrasts markedly
here. “Old Coptic,” known from a few pre-Christian texts of the second to third
centuries a.d., most of them magical, developed out of Egyptian uses of Greek
letters from the Ptolemaic period on (Quaegebeur 1991; Satzinger 1991; Em-
mel 1992). Some Old Coptic texts are difficult to decode because their phonol-
ogy is far removed from their Classical Egyptian language of up to 2000 years
earlier (Osing 1976). Christian Coptic, in which a substantial literature survives
from the fourth century a.d. on (Orlandi 1991), represents a later stage of the
same language as demotic but is pervaded by Greek, partly in Christian vocab-
ulary, but also in ordinary words down to particles (Layton 2000:§§5, 7).

Thus, traditional Egyptian culture kept to its own language in the bilingual
and multilingual Graeco-Roman environment, in which Greek had prestige in
certain domains but was not perceived as the country’s traditional cultural lan-
guage. The elite guardians of indigenous tradition, whose culture was focused
around the temples (e.g., Vleeming 1994), deliberately excluded Greek from
written Egyptian, even in everyday uses, presumably safeguarding its “pristine”
character. From the Roman conquest of 30 b.c. on, the prestige of Greek 
was reinforced by administrative discrimination in its favor. While Latin had
little impact in Egypt and the eastern Roman Empire, the fact that it was the
language and script of the rulers may have made them less tolerant of local writ-
ten languages except for Greek than they might otherwise have been. Although
Egypt’s Roman rulers accorded value to the traditional civilization and until the
second century a.d. were generous patrons of its principal symbols, the temples,
their policies eliminated the indigenous upper elite, leaving a learned body of
priests and other literate people who did not have the cultural or economic sta-
tus of their ancestors (Bagnall 1993). Around the mid-third century a.d., Egypt-
ian writing in hieroglyphic was confined to a few temples and some burial con-
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texts, with demotic being used in temple scriptoria and in graffiti on the walls
of the pilgrimage site of Philae near the frontier with the Meroitic state and its
successor, the Ballana culture of Lower Nubia (Griffith 1935). By that date, de-
motic was no longer used for administration. From 313 the emperor Constan-
tine committed the empire to Christianity, and from 395 traditional temples
were decreed to be closed, although Philae remained in use until 565 (Winter
1980). Philae bears the latest identifiable hieroglyphic text, dated by an ac-
companying demotic graffito to 394, and the latest demotic graffito without ac-
companying hieroglyphs, from 452 (Griffith 1935:126–27 no. Ph. 436; 102–3
no. Ph. 365).

This apparent significance of the remote south may be misleading, because
towns such as Menouthis near Alexandria in the Nile Delta maintained a tradi-
tional cult well into the fifth century a.d. (Frankfurter 1998:40–41, and pas-
sim). Since ancient sites survive poorly in the north, particularly in the humid
and heavily developed Delta, we are unlikely to discover when specific usages
disappeared from there. With these provisos, however, it is possible to situate
the disappearance of Egyptian writing in time and to discuss what were its
causes, and to a lesser extent how the system withered.

The loss of writing relates to its function and social role, both positively and
negatively. In a positive sense, the presence of writing can make an artifact or
a building functional, whether or not whoever benefits can read what is writ-
ten. That consideration applies more strongly to Egyptian writing in works of
art than in everyday administration and communication, or in technical and
high-cultural uses. In a negative sense, if writing’s cultural or practical func-
tions lose their role and value, or are superseded by other scripts or practices,
any particular form of writing will almost inevitably disappear. That consider-
ation relates perhaps most closely to administrative writing. Many functions
were ultimately taken over by Greek writing, but much of traditional civiliza-
tion was bound into practices and genres of artifact that ultimately ceased 
to carry their traditional meanings. It is not simple, however, to correlate the
disappearance of other practices with the loss of the script, because writing be-
came reduced on traditional artifacts long before they ceased to be made. 
This area exemplifies the complex interweaving of writing and civilizational
values. In contexts such as the mortuary preparations of individuals, Egyptian
writing disappeared before artifacts and practices associated with it ceased,
whereas in temples it survived for some time after investment in their con-
struction dried up.

The positive side of the functional argument applies even to very early times.
Because hieroglyphs formed a display script, they could operate without bear-
ing a specific linguistic meaning. Many sealings of the Early Dynastic period
have hieroglyphic “inscriptions” that cannot be read and form visual as much
as textual compositions (e.g., Baines 2003). These appear to be of lower status
than intelligible examples and testify to writing’s prestige, which outstripped
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the availability of trained seal-carvers—unless access to writing competence
was restricted. Much later Third Intermediate period coffins, some from rarely
preserved burials of an intermediate social stratum, often bear pseudo-hiero-
glyphs (Raven 1991: e.g., 3 and pls. 6c, 17, 19, 25; in a different style: Detroit
DIA 90.1S11799). These are captions to figures of deities and demons that
would be highly standardized and familiar to anyone who could read hiero-
glyphic; their incorrect forms therefore demonstrate scarcely any understand-
ing by the craftsmen, and probably their patrons. Some of the signs graphical-
ly resemble hieratic, with which most of the literate would have been more
familiar, but they are not legible in that script form either. On a few objects,
blank rectangles and bands were left for writing according to the standard pat-
tern of inscribing in hieroglyphic, but these were never filled in, and it is un-
likely that any inscription was planned. Here as in many other cases where writ-
ing spaces were left blank in the first millennium b.c. and later, the evocation
of writing’s potential presence evidently sufficed.

A comparable process of decay in hieroglyphic has been analyzed by Heike
Sternberg-el Hotabi for magical stelae of the Late and Graeco-Roman periods
(1994; corpus: 1999). These were inscribed with standard texts that become
progressively more schematic and less intelligible (Fig. 2), presumably with-
out unduly affecting their efficacy. A partial parallel is on the magnificent tra-
ditional Egyptian sarcophagus of a Greek high official, Dioskourides, which
was inscribed about 140 b.c. with texts of excellent appearance that are full of
errors and defective orthography (Collombert 2000). The loss of competence
on the stelae was contemporaneous with the greatest extension of meaningful
hieroglyphic in temple inscriptions. The differences between these patterns of
development relate to the availability of resources as well as to the perceived
efficacy of hieroglyphic inscription in temples. The latter must have meant
more in cultural terms than because of any necessity that they be inscribed. As
Claude Traunecker has emphasized (e.g., 1991), modest temples, which were
the vast majority, were generally uninscribed but presumably functioned no
less than the grander inscribed ones that received lavish state support. By the
late second and early third centuries a.d., the quality of inscription of hiero-
glyphic texts even in major temples declined (Fig. 3). Serge Sauneron re-
marked of part of the temple of Esna: “In these texts .. . we witness the final
manifestations of hieroglyphic writing—and observe its total decrepitude:
signs are omitted, entire groups are written in the reverse direction to the rest
of an inscription; numerous hieroglyphs are not understood at all and are de-
composed into strange fragments; the carving even reproduces forms that do
not correspond to anything otherwise known and are often nothing more than
crude errors” (1975:v).

The decline becomes evident a couple of generations before the latest sur-
viving scenes inscribed with an emperor’s name, also at Esna, from the reign
of Decius (249–51 a.d.). Later materials are not in the same formal manner,
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but hieroglyphic continued to be used for a century, notably in stelae for the
mortuary cult of the Buchis Bull at Armant, of which the latest known dates to
340 (Grenier 1983). This last example, however, shows a loss of the Egyptian
context because it is dated by the late Roman Era of Diocletian (began 284),
not by the year of reign of Constantius II, under whom it was made. (The Phi-
lae graffiti cited above are dated by the same era.)

Usage of hieroglyphic in temples declined more slowly than on other mon-
uments. The latest known non-royal biographical text, from the mid-second
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Figure 2. Magical stela of “Horus on the Crocodiles,” back, pseudo-hieroglyphic inscription.
Perhaps first century a.d. Oxford, Ashmolean Museum 1886.809. (Sternberg-el Hotabi 2000:74 and
pl. LIX, courtesy Ashmolean Museum).



century, comes from the major Nile Valley center of Akhmim. It shows no
diminution in competence of composition and is in the same Classical Egyp-
tian that had been used for two thousand years, but is completely isolated
(Scharff 1927; Derchain 1987); by that date the indigenous elite had lost most
of the wealth needed for such objects. Mortuary material that kept fully to tra-
ditional Egyptian culture continued to be made in very small amounts for an-
other century and included some hieroglyphs (Riggs 2002).

Despite this pattern of decline, traditional Egyptian culture remained active
in temples until the late third century. In the provincial town of Tebtunis in the
Fayyum, papyri continued to be inscribed with complex literary and encyclo-
pedic compositions in hieratic and demotic (e.g., Frandsen 1991; Frandsen and
Ryholt 2000; on scribal knowledge in the Roman period, see Widmer in press).
It is not possible to say whether texts were being composed or only copied, but
the range of material is impressive. At least as much activity should be posited
for places like Akhmim, where conditions do not favor the survival of such ev-
idence. The third-century date fits with the sporadic later survival of hiero-
glyphic to give a picture of a very restricted but still viable written culture en-
compassing texts in a number of genres. By this date, however, Greek was
overwhelmingly dominant. The long hieratic encyclopedic text from Tebtunis
(Osing 1998), which is composed in Classical Egyptian (the manuscript is sec-
ond century a.d.), has numerous supralinear pronunciation glosses in demotic
and in Old Coptic (i.e., Greek letters, Fig. 4), confirming that hieratic was not
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Figure 3. The Roman emperor offers to Khnum and Menhit; temple of Esna, south inside wall,
first register, east scene (Reign of Caracalla a.d. 198–217, after Sauneron 1975: facing p.76).



the scribe’s first script. Presumably that was Greek, perhaps with demotic sec-
ond, and hieratic and hieroglyphic equal third.

Demotic all but ceased to be used for business and legal purposes soon after
the Roman conquest (Lewis 1993), 250 years before these materials were writ-
ten. An exception is a lease of a gardening plot inscribed on a large third-cen-
tury a.d. pot from Thebes (Parker 1940). This text appears superficially func-
tional (the writing medium is not unparalleled), but its terms are over-elaborate
and, as Mark Depauw suggests (1997:96), it is more likely to be a scribal ex-
ercise than a utilitarian document. One suspects that the exceptional choice of
language made a strong cultural statement, of a type that is more evident in
roughly contemporaneous burial assemblages (Riggs 2003). If so, the text is
within the pattern in which Egyptian script and language were used where they
were culturally advantageous—in however limited a way—in relation to
Greek. Demotic was not culturally prominent in the same way as hieroglyphic
and hieratic were, but it could serve the same ends and continued to do so, at
least in graffiti, for some time after the latest securely dated hieroglyphs.
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Figure 4. Section of Papyrus Carlsberg 180, a third century a.d. manuscript from Tebtunis of an
“onomasticon” (list of significant categories). The text is in hieratic with very small supralinear
glosses in demotic and Old Coptic (courtesy Carsten Niebuhr Institutet, University of Copenhagen).



This final survival is significant, because the use of demotic required learn-
ing a writing system that was entirely different from Greek and very far from
spoken language. The extant material is insufficient for a specific analysis of
how the writing system declined (see Tait 1994; 2001, regarding its viability for
people with limited literacy). Egyptian orthography of all periods and scripts
was so variable that it would be difficult to establish criteria of competence for
its use comparable to those developed for language loss.

These processes can be summarized as occurring in three stages. First, from
the Roman conquest onward Egyptian writing, which was no longer the ma-
jority vehicle of literacy, was strongly discriminated against in administration.
While demotic remained fully functional, its everyday use became rare and
Egyptian writing focused around the temples, where hieroglyphic and other tra-
ditional forms continued to flourish. Knowledge of them elsewhere was in de-
cline but maintained a tenuous existence in mortuary contexts. Second, the po-
litical and economic crisis of the Roman Empire in the third century a.d. (Potter
1990:3–69) brought a great diminution of state patronage for traditional high
culture, including temples and their associated writing, although indigenous re-
ligious practices by no means died out at a local level (Frankfurter 1998).
Greek-style institutions, which were largely in the hands of local, culturally
Greek elites, continued to expand in provincial Egypt. This stage was probably
the decisive one for the obsolescence of Egyptian writing. Third, in the fourth
and fifth centuries all indigenous forms of Egyptian writing, with demotic the
last survivor, disappeared and knowledge of them was lost.

In third- and fourth-century Egypt several religions competed both with one
another and with traditional religion and its civilizational basis. Gnosticism,
Manichaeism, and Christianity were the principal new arrivals. The last of these
became dominant by the end of the fourth century. The spread of these religions
cannot explain the decline of traditional Egyptian civilization, which began
centuries earlier. Rather, the legal and fiscal constraints and discriminations of
Roman rule, in a context that was already bicultural, together with the eclipse
of the highest indigenous elite, were exacerbated by the crises of the empire,
depriving central symbols both of authority and of economic support and thus
opening the way to alternatives, one of which, Christianity, came to enjoy im-
perial support. In its reception of those alternatives, Egypt as a whole—the
chōra, “countryside” in Greek parlance—lagged behind the mixed but cultur-
ally Greek metropolis of Alexandria; but the temporal difference between the
two regions is difficult to estimate.

The identification of civilization and writing was central to the disappear-
ance of Egyptian scripts, but does not explain the precise pattern of their de-
cline. Indeed, Christianity became domesticated, bringing a revival of “Egyp-
tianness” that was expressed in Coptic writing, not in Egyptian scripts, which
were too heavily freighted with traditional religion and tied to the world of the
temples to be acceptable for a radically different religion (only a few cursive
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and non-pictorial signs were taken over into Coptic). Until the late twentieth
century a.d. Coptic Christianity maintained a dogmatic distance from the met-
ropolitan forms of Byzantium and Rome that seems to have been partly moti-
vated by this desire for distinctiveness. This distinction manifested itself in the
use of Coptic in some areas for administrative in addition to religious purposes,
in a context where Greek continued to be the official language until well after
the Islamic conquest of 641 (e.g., Clackson 2000; Wilfong 2002). Coptic ceased
to be a spoken language by about 1000, but it remains the liturgical language
of the church in Egypt.

The principal constant element in this narrative is the identification of writ-
ing with language, religion, and civilization. Here Coptic, as a minor variant of
Greek writing that notates a completely different language, exhibits a civiliza-
tional tie that partly parallels its direct ancestor Egyptian. Earlier, a consider-
able investment was necessary to sustain a multi-script written culture. Rulers
were willing to make that investment, either because they were directly or in-
directly integrated with the culture and appreciated its values, or because they
saw such expenditure as necessary to legitimations and processes of rule. Egypt
retained its traditional culture and writing more than did most of the Roman em-
pire. While early emperors invested heavily in the culture, building as many
temples as any of their forerunners, from the late second century they either
were not interested in continuing the practice or did not have the resources to
do so. From the early fourth century they were positively hostile to it.

cuneiform

Cuneiform writing (Cooper 1996; 2003; Englund 1998; 2003) was invented
around 3200 b.c. in Babylonia (southern Mesopotamia) at Uruk, the first great
city (Liverani 1998), and was still in use there in the second century b.c., 3000
years later. Cuneiform tablets from the city of Babylon are attested late into the
first century a.d., and probably continued to be written well into the second
(Oelsner 1986; 2002). Cuneiform signs are configurations of wedge-shaped im-
pressions made with a reed stylus on a clay tablet, or, beginning in the second
millennium, on a wax-covered wooden tablet (Volk 1999:286–87); writing on
non-impressible media—stone, metal, wood, plaster—was done for commem-
orative or decorative purposes only, for example on royal statues, palace walls,
seals, and objects dedicated to temples (Cooper 1999).

Cuneiform writing is a logophonetic representation of language, that is, a
cuneiform sign can stand for a word, or for a syllable used alone or in combi-
nation with other syllabic signs to phonetically spell out a word or bound mor-
pheme (Cooper 1996). Mastery of the corpora of belle-lettristic, religious, and
scientific texts required a knowledge of four hundred or more signs; for ordi-
nary purposes—letter writing, administration, legal documents—a scribe
could make do with fewer than two hundred signs, and, in some periods, only
about one hundred (Michalowski 1994:59).
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First used to write the Sumerian language of the early inhabitants of south-
ern Babylonia, cuneiform was by the middle of the third millennium b.c. being
employed to write the Semitic dialects used in northern Babylonia, upper
Mesopotamia, and northwestern Syria (Cooper 1999). From the middle of the
second millennium b.c. to around 1200 b.c., the Semitic Akkadian language
(Assyro-Babylonian) written in cuneiform was the lingua franca of the entire
Near East, from Iran to Egypt and from Anatolia to the Persian Gulf (Moran
1992:xviii–xxii). In the third, second and first millennia b.c., Elamites, Hurri-
ans, Hittites, and Urartians also adapted Sumero-Akkadian cuneiform to write
their own languages (Gragg 1996). But the second millennium b.c., when the
use of Sumero-Akkadian cuneiform was most widespread, also was the period
during which the Semitic alphabet was invented and perfected for writing the
native languages of the Levant and Syria (O’Connor 1996). The speakers of
those languages abandoned the Akkadian lingua franca after about 1200 b.c.;
from the beginning of the first millennium b.c., alphabetic inscriptions in Ara-
maic, Phoenician, Hebrew, Moabite, and other Canaanite dialects appear in in-
creasing numbers, and Akkadian cuneiform was used outside of Mesopotamia
proper only in the service of Assyrian or Babylonian imperialism.

In Mesopotamia, Sumerian, the first written language, had become extinct as
a mother tongue by the early second millennium b.c. (Michalowski 2000), but
down to the first century of our era it continued to be taught in schools and
chanted in temples as what Walter Ong (1982:112–15) has called a “male lan-
guage,” a language learned primarily by males not as a mother tongue but as a
language of religion and erudition, like Latin or rabbinic Hebrew in the Middle
Ages. In the first half of the first millennium b.c., the Assyrian and Babylonian
dialects of Akkadian came under increasing pressure from Aramaic. Despite the
many scores of thousands of Akkadian cuneiform documents from both Assyr-
ia (until its fall at the end of the seventh century b.c.) and Babylonia, there is
ample evidence that much writing was being done in alphabetic Aramaic on
leather, papyrus, clay, and even lead (Tadmor 1991; MacGinnis 1995:122–23;
see Fig. 5). It is impossible to determine what percentage of the population still
spoke Akkadian when Cyrus the Persian entered Babylon in 539 b.c., but what-
ever the size of the Akkadian mother-tongue community (cf. Streck 1995:xxiii–
xxiv), a very large cuneiform scriptcommunity continued both to transmit tra-
ditional Sumerian and Akkadian learning and produce Akkadian administrative
and legal documents under Cyrus and his Achaemenid successors.

When Alexander marched triumphantly into Babylon in 330 b.c., Akkadian,
too, in all likelihood had become a “male language” studied in schools that per-
petuated ancient learning in the cuneiform script (Gesche 2000; but cf. Streck
1995:xxiv). The graduates of these schools became the scribes, administrators,
and clergy of the temple communities that played central roles in the Babylon-
ian cities of the Seleucid period (Spek 1987). Akkadian “still flourished” as a
written language of religion, science, and law, and perhaps was even spoken by
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officials within the temple communities, “even though the [cuneiform] scribe
may have spoken Aramaic to his children or Greek to his tax official” (Geller
1997:45; cf. Spek 1998:255). But if cuneiform writing “still flourished” under
the Seleucids, it was gradually restricted to ever more narrow areas of use, as
Aramaic and now Greek became important languages for both private and offi -
cial documents (Sherwin-White 1987:23–26), and certain taxable transactions
had to be officially registered and hence executed in Greek (Doty 1977:323;
Oelsner 1978:110). Private legal documents in cuneiform are not attested at
Babylon after the middle of the second century b.c. (Oelsner 1986:197), and by
the time Babylonia falls definitively under Parthian rule in 126 b.c. (Oelsner
1986:64; Wiesehöfer 2001:122–23) cuneiform is used exclusively in the tem-
ple communities and their schools. In addition to school texts, and the admin-
istrative documents and cult texts of the temples (Fig. 6), an extraordinary tradi-
tion of astronomical observation and calculation in cuneiform was maintained;
the latest dated cuneiform text (Sachs 1976) is an astronomical almanac (Hun-
ger and Pingree 1999:162–67) calculated for the year 75 a.d. It is, then, quite
probable that cuneiform learning persisted into the second century of our era
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Figure 5. Two Assyrian scribes from an eighth century b.c. wall painting at the provincial cap-
ital Til Barsip in present-day Syria. The scribe on the left writes Aramaic on pliant papyrus or parch-
ment, that on the right writes in Akkadian cuneiform on the more rigid clay tablet (as drawn for
the covers of the State Archives of Assyria Studies series [Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus Project, Hel-
sinki]).
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Figure 6. Reverse of tablet containing bilingual Sumero-Akkadian hymn, with colophon stat-
ing that it was written in Babylon in 90 b.c. (year 221 of the Seleucid Era and 157 of the Arsacid
[Parthian] Era, Reisner [1896:no. 46]; cf. Hunger [1968:no. 147]).



(Oelsner 2002:32); it certainly perished by the time of the Sassanian conquest
of Babylonia in the mid-third century (Spek 1998:206–7), not to be revived un-
til the brilliant decipherments of the mid-nineteenth century.

Despite every indication that outside the Babylonian temple communities
Greek and Aramaic were the languages of written communication and record
keeping in Parthian Babylonia, few documents in these languages have sur-
vived. The linear Aramaic and Greek scripts were written primarily on papyrus
or parchment, which, unlike clay tablets, burn or disintegrate quickly (except
in the very dry Egyptian desert or Dead Sea region). The only Aramaic or Greek
writing unearthed in Babylonia from Seleucid and Parthian times is what hap-
pened to be written on clay or stone, including seal inscriptions preserved in
sealings on clay bullae (Oelsner 1986: ch. 4). The temple scribes and officials
who made up the cuneiform script community would have to have been at least
biliterate (cuneiform and Aramaic or Greek) and were probably triliterate. In
fact, certain peculiarities of cuneiform orthography in the first millennium b.c.
can best be explained as interference from alphabetic Aramaic orthography
(Streck 2001). It may be that familiarity with simpler alphabetic writing on
light-weight and less breakable writing surfaces accelerated the abandonment
of cuneiform for all but temple-related purposes.

The multiliteracy of the cuneiform script community is evident in a group of
seventeen clay tablets that have been dubbed “Graeco-Babyloniaca” because
they consist of school exercises in cuneiform on the obverse, with translitera-
tions (not translations!) of the cuneiform in Greek letters on the reverse (Geller
1997; Fig. 7). The paleography of the Greek script dates the tablets between the
second century b.c. and the first century a.d., and the content conforms to the
kind of material found on Babylonian cuneiform exercise tablets of the late first
millennium b.c. (Gesche 2000:184–85).

What is the purpose of the so-called Graeco-Babyloniaca? Undoubtedly the
Greek transliteration on the reverse is to help the student learn how to pro-
nounce the cuneiform signs on the obverse. Although Aramaic, not Greek, was
certainly the students’mother-tongue (contra Gesche 2000:185), the Aramaic
alphabet is, like other Semitic alphabets, primarily consonantal, leaving vow-
els imperfectly represented. The major innovation of the Greek alphabet in its
development out of the Semitic alphabet is the consistent representation of
vowels, a characteristic of the syllabic cuneiform system as well. Thus, Greek
script was more appropriate than Aramaic for providing a full transliteration of
the cuneiform (Oelsner 1986:243; 2002:16–17 n. 47). Despite the resort to
Greek transliteration as a “pony,” the cuneiform writing on these texts shows
no signs of degradation, nor does any of the late cuneiform corpus,5 although
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5 A unique tablet (Black 1997) excavated in a Hellenistic rubbish pit in Assyria (whence no oth-
er tablets are dated later than 600 b.c.) contains cuneiform numbers and cuneiform signs that look
superficially correct but are anomalous and undecipherable.



“most of the latest Almanacs use unusual (and occasionally bizarre) terminol-
ogy” (Sachs 1976:380).

It is doubtful that the writing of Sumerian and Akkadian in Greek transliter-
ation had more than pedagogic significance. The musings of some scholars
about significant quantities of Sumerian and Akkadian texts written on scrolls
in Greek script (Oelsner 1986:473; Maul 1995:14–15; Geller 1997:48–49;
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Figure 7. School tablet with bilingual cuneiform incantation excerpt on the obverse, Greek
transliteration on the reverse (Geller 1997:no. 11).



Spek 1998:255) seem improbable, but the single reference in the colophon of
an Akkadian cuneiform tablet to an Akkadian omen text written on a scroll (Oel-
sner 1986:244; Geller 1997:48) suggests that they are not impossible. What we
have in the Graeco-Babyloniaca might be comparable to the dozen or so tradi-
tional Egyptian texts transliterated into a modified Greek script that is now
termed Old Coptic (see p.14; Emmel 1992; cf. Maul 1995:14), but there is noth-
ing here that compares with the development of the thriving Coptic literary tra-
dition that accompanied the Christianization of Egypt (Orlandi 1991).

Cuneiform writing and learning in the Sumerian and Akkadian languages
seem to have declined gradually over the period of about half a millennium,
ending in the second century of our era. Even if some of the decrease in the
number of tablets could be explained by an increased use of perishable wax-
covered writing boards (Oelsner 2002:15), in its final centuries, cuneiform
was confined to the officials and scholars of the remaining temple commu-
nities where ancient Mesopotamian traditions were maintained. Our sources
do not allow us to describe the processes of script obsolescence and extinc-
tion (see Rempel and Yoffee 1999 for the obsolescence of Mesopotamian 
culture in general). Lacking any evidence for the persecution or destruction
of the cuneiform script community, we can only imagine that there were few-
er and fewer students who studied cuneiform, until finally there were none
and the script community died with its last members. The ancient Meso-
potamian learning alluded to in sources later than the second century a.d.
(Geller 1997; 2000; Dalley 1998) could well derive from pagan Aramaic 
literature (Salvesen 1998), written on perishable materials that have hardly
survived at all.

mayan glyphs6

Mayan hieroglyphs or “glyphs” are the most elaborate form of script developed
in the Pre-Columbian world. They were used from about a.d. 1 until early in the
period of colonial rule (see below), and consisted of logographic, syllabic, and
perhaps morphosyllabic elements whose decipherment continues, with notable
progress in the last twenty years (Coe 1999). Most glyphs now have full phon-
ic readings or at least semantic constraints that give us general ideas about their
meaning. Glyphs were part of a much larger inventory of Mesoamerican writ-
ing systems. To understand that inventory it is useful to draw a distinction be-
tween “open” and “closed” writing systems (Houston 1994b). Such terms
evoke a polarity suggested by Eric Wolf for types of peasant societies, “open”
connoting constant interaction with other societies, “closed” a condition of pro-
nounced autonomy and isolation (1955:462; compare Wolf 1986:326; Mon-
aghan 1995:61). There is some advantage to stressing properties that transcend
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local conditions and those that accentuate them. Thus, while an “open” writing
system serves the needs of diverse cultures and languages, a “closed” one im-
plicates a particular culture or language.

In accommodating many different tongues, cuneiform tends toward an
“open” system (Civil 1984; Cooper 2000:64–70). Egyptian and Mayan glyphs
are far more “closed,” and, in the Maya case, exceptionally clumsy in record-
ing other languages. The lone Maya examples of such “foreign” or non-Mayan
spellings are late, occurring in the Dresden codex and involving phonological-
ly mangled deity names taken from Nahuatl, a dominant language of the Post-
classic period (Taube and Bade 1991). Even in their pictorial imagery, the Maya
rigorously delimited and encysted such foreign elements, marking them as out
of the ordinary.

Mexican “pictography,” rooted in western Mesoamerica, employs rebus in
local languages, but its conventions and ancillary pictorial clues permit com-
prehension by speakers of assorted languages in many different regions (Boone
2000:239). Space within the Mexican screenfold books corresponds to space
through which figures move, hence the frequent use of footprints to signal di-
rectional movement, as well as the tendency of Mexican pictorials to func-
tion as cartographic histories and delimitations of territory (Boone 2000:77–
82). Scripts in eastern Mesoamerica, especially Isthmian and Mayan, tend to
be “closed” because of their firm bonding to certain languages, probably
Ch’olti’an for Mayan glyphs (Houston et al. 2000), but with unclear linguistic
affiliation for the undeciphered Isthmian (cf. proposals by Kaufman and Juste-
son 2001; see Houston 2000:130–31). The regional concentrations of open and
closed writing point to different lines of descent from a precursor, probably a
late Middle Formative (ca. 500 b.c.) system of image-making and graphic en-
coding of names. This system eventually fused with a separate system of num-
bering and calendrical notation (Houston 2001b); among the Maya this long
survived the use of script per se.More than likely, the “open” tradition came
into its own with the prestigious, pan-ethnic polity linked to the early first-mil-
lennium a.d. metropolis of Teotihuacan. Overlooked until recently, its writing
highlighted the emblematic, bounded integrity of single signs over the string-
ing of signs into texts (Taube 2000). The sole exceptions to this pattern are the
Teotihuacano texts found in the Maya region, including a mirror back that most
likely comes from coastal Guatemala and linear inscriptions from the Cerro
Bernal region of Chiapas, all dating to the middle Classic period (Taube
2000:34–43). These may have been influenced by the fuller texts and more
“closed” style of Mayan writing, just as the Postclassic Mayan glyphs, aside
from those in codices, show the pervasive influence of open pictography on
what had been a profoundly closed system.

The majority of Mayan texts date to the Classic period, with the largest num-
ber attributable to the Late Classic (ca. a.d. 550–800). Most appear to have
recorded a prestige language, Classic Ch’olti’an, that preserved archaic features
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long after their disappearance in speech (Houston et al. 2000). In the Terminal
Classic period (ca. a.d. 800–900), the number of texts drops rapidly, to the ex-
tent that script obsolescence takes place in many areas that had once been lit-
erate, in an internal process of degradation many centuries before the Spanish
conquest. The eighth-century a.d. Mayan script communities began to break
apart. Their texts affect pronounced regionalisms: from a.d. 750 on, parts of
Yucatan and Campeche show a high degree of grapholectal idiosyncrasy. Ter-
minal Classic inscriptions from this area are also heterogeneous, with legible
texts alongside those that veer close to pseudo-glyphs, signs that vaguely re-
semble glyphs, or real glyphs ordered into meaningless sequences.7 These
pseudo-glyphs are an innovation of the Late Classic period and consist of spu-
rious texts of real or impressionistic signs that sometimes occur on pottery. The
difference between such marks and texts at sites like Yaxhom, in Yucatan (Fig.
8; e.g., Dunning 1992: figs. II-10, II-13, II-77), is that the latter correspond more
to the work of “rememberers.” There is no target script to emulate, no other op-
tion than to evoke a system that has passed from understanding. Another ex-
ample of heterogeneity, neo-glyphs (some perhaps non-Mayan), and irregular
word order is Monument 9 from López Mateos, in the heavily Maya state of
Chiapas but very close to the non-Maya state of Oaxaca (Navarrete et al. 1993:
fig. 30). The fluid and complex ethnicities of the region are reflected in an ear-
lier text, Monument 10, that is fully Late Classic Maya in style (Navarrete et
al. 1993: fig. 31).

Mayan writing also experiences a simplification and reduction of its signary.
One of the latest known texts at Tonina, in Chiapas (Yadeun 1993:84–85), dates
to a.d. 11 February 904, Julian (Fig. 9). At this site and others, such as Calak-
mul, in Campeche (Ruppert and Denison 1943: pl. 50b), late texts are nearly il-
legible because of the sloppy, irregular execution of glyphs. Varieties of suffix
(e.g., T128 . T130), or even so-called “main signs,” or larger glyphs (T544 .
T281), melt into indistinguishable forms. The slack system of proportion in ac-
companying figures and iconography parallels a collapse in broadly under-
standable codifications of signs. However, such texts do preserve a relatively
clear syntax of verb-object-subject, unlike the roughly contemporary texts at
Seibal, Guatemala, where verbs drop out (Stela 3) and glyph blocks equate to
single signs (Stela 13), an archaic pattern not seen consistently since the early
years of Maya writing. Chronological moorings loosen, leaving the present-day
viewer uncertain about the dates of particular monuments (Graham 1996:17,
37). Few public monuments of earlier periods would have shown so little con-
cern for chronology. Moreover, the basic organizational instrument of earlier
scribes was the “glyph block,” a square unit that in archaic texts corresponded
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Figure 8. Terminal Classic pseudo-glyphs from Yaxhom, Yucatan (after photographs courtesy
of Nicholas Dunning).
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Figure 9. Terminal Classic stela of coarse sandstone, Tonina, Chiapas (after Yadeun [1993:
84–85]).



to individual glyphs and in later, Classic texts roughly coincided with mor-
phemic clusters. By the time of Terminal Classic texts at Chichen Itza, Yucatan,
glyph blocks in some inscriptions had lost this morphemic clustering; some at-
tached particles (or clitics) shifted into adjacent blocks away from the terms
they qualified.

In a sense, the memory load has shifted strongly from the glyphs to the read-
er’s mind. At Seibal, these developments probably occurred during two gener-
ations at most before the final cessation of writing, as part of a more general
collapse of Maya society in the southern Lowlands of the Yucatan peninsula.
The heterogeneous text styles at the site suggest the presence of several “tips”
or destructive episodes before literacy dissolves entirely. Other sites present ev-
idence not of gradual decline but of radical or complete and abrupt obsoles-
cence. Piedras Negras, for example, goes within a few years from some of the
most ambitious compositions, such as Stela 12 (a.d. 795), to a complete ab-
sence of texts. The poorly understood Isthmian writing of ca. 700 years before
also disappears without evidence of gradual obsolescence.

As script communities fragment, and their terminal or final writers diminish
in number, the sum of glyphic knowledge, the mutual supervision that judges
and encourages standards, must also wither, dropping to a danger level below
which the script will disappear. In no instance of internal obsolescence—that
is, from the pre-Colonial period—is there any sign of stigmatization or dimin-
ished prestige of the Maya script, or of dominant scripts attracting new atten-
tion. For reasons of general social collapse, the script communities simply
could not reproduce themselves. The destruction and disintegration of court
culture that characterized the Maya region at the end of the Classic period
would have removed the “ecological” setting (in the cultural and social sense
specified earlier) in which scribes existed and thrived (Inomata and Stiver
1998). These conditions point to a further feature: as long as some scribes sur-
vived and transmitted their knowledge, and interest in recording matters rele-
vant to Maya belief endured, script could adjust to and persist in the reconsti-
tuted societies of the Postclassic period.

The latest writing of the Maya—that of the Postclassic (ca. a.d. 900–1540)
and Colonial periods (ca. a.d. 1540–1820)—remains notoriously difficult to
study. With only a handful of exceptions, script shifted to an exclusively paint-
ed format, and few such paintings are known. This emphasis on a single medi-
um recalls the focus on carving or incision at Classic Maya cities such as
Piedras Negras, Guatemala. Four codices represent the largest body of writing
from the Postclassic, but these are of controversial date and in two cases (the
Madrid and Grolier) display a striking lapse of textual clarity and scribal com-
petence. The Grolier in particular is largely an “open” document in which iden-
tity and action are communicated by iconography rather than glyphs, probably
as a result of forceful influence from Mexican pictography (Coe 1973: pl. 87).
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The suggestion that the Madrid comes from the Colonial period is intriguing
and buttressed by what appears to be Spanish paper in the fabric of the codex
(Coe and Kerr 1998:181). Should this dating be correct, one would expect, as
with Mexican pictorials, at least a hint of Colonial influence or the depiction of
Colonial items. For example, all artifacts pictured on its fig-bark pages are de-
cisively Pre-Columbian in form (Graff 1997). Until AMS-radiocarbon dating
of the codex becomes possible—unlikely given its great value and zealous cu-
ration—the general consensus must be that it is Pre-Columbian.

Other Postclassic texts—many poorly fixed in absolute chronology—show
writing that seems much simplified from its Classic apogee. A text from the Las
Pinturas temple at Coba, probably of the Middle Postclassic, features deity
names and offerings, presumably to be given to the gods, but little transparent
syntax or verb morphology (Houston 1989: fig. 19). The mere juxtaposition of
elements must have triggered an appropriate ritual response in the reader—a
list of instructions for use of the temple, as it were—since the texts provide lit-
tle other explanation. Other painted texts from this area show day signs float-
ing in iconographic scenes, much like examples from Mexican pictography
(Taube 1989: figs. 4, 5). From Chichen Itza, Yucatan, come Late Postclassic
bowls with numbers, but no day signs (Ball and Ladd 1992: fig. 7.55). Maya-
pan, relatively close by, has numerically notated day signs adorning the backs
of cosmic turtles (Taube 1988). A well-known but highly unusual stela from the
same site has thirty-six blank blocks, presumed to be painted but without se-
cure evidence of this; indistinct vestiges of carving may show that the texts were
faintly carved (Martin and Grube 2000:228). Painted medallions from inner
chambers of a building at Dzibilchaltun, Yucatan, probably from the Late Post-
classic, are instances of writing as process and performance, for they were pe-
riodically restuccoed and repainted (Andrews IVand Andrews V 1980:112–
17). Again, the texts contain day signs and iconographic elements, including a
lunging animal, all with poor attention to the neat ordering of glyphs and im-
ages. Another example of numbers, arranged in a cosmic model of centrality, is
in a cave near Tixkuytun, Yucatan, in a context of uncertain date (Stone 1995:
pl. 4). A single deity name occurs on a ceramic plates from Mayapan, presum-
ably in reference to the intended recipient of offerings placed on it (Smith 1975:
fig. 40a). No other glyphs are known from pottery at this important and well-
investigated site.

Glyphically, such paintings are limited in comparison to the few remaining
codices. Dates, not dynasties, are the focus. Verbs and other staples of Classic
Maya glyphic discourse drop by the wayside. As objects, the texts are even less
autonomous than Classic period inscriptions. Imagery has come to play a dis-
proportionate role, in a way that differs decidedly from the greater, reciprocal
balance between image and glyph in the Dresden Codex or the heavily glyph-
ic Paris codex. The Postclassic paintings from buildings and caves relate only
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to the calendar, a vastly reduced and semantically distinct system of notation.
Although these dates and numbers are still graphic notations, they should not
be confused with Maya writing with its supple, phonic capabilities. Only the
few remaining codices tell of broader proficiency, and of glyphs that serve as
linchpins of meaning rather than ancillary communications.

This attenuation and restricted literacy set the stage for the final obsolescence
of Mayan script. The Spanish clerics who interested themselves in the writing
had, with one notable exception, relatively little to say about its structure and
content (Houston et al. 2001:25–44). They referred vaguely, and perhaps in-
correctly, to laws, histories, ceremonies, astronomy, conjuring rites, “sylla-
bles,” planting, hunting, and military cycles, all recorded in large numbers of
books but read by few. Some clerics, probably the vast majority, encouraged
the burning of books; others felt the calendars in particular were useful for agri-
cultural reasons (Houston et al. 2001:40). The one person to observe more, far
more, was Bishop Diego de Landa. The story of Landa’s astonishing details and
their connection to Maya decipherment has been told elsewhere (Coe 1999).
What is significant here is the nature of the information he collected, probably
in large part from a baptized Maya of noble lineage, Gaspar Antonio de Her-
rera Chi (ca. 1531–1610; Strecker and Artieda 1978; Karttunen 1994:84–114).

The usual interpretation of the misleading treatment of Mayan glyphs in Lan-
da’s Relación de las cosas de Yucatánis that the Bishop was being obtuse, in-
sisting on a view of writing that accorded with his own occidental script: hence
the glyphic expression, ma in k’ati,“I do not want” from his pained and frus-
trated informant. An alternative impression would be that the Chi did not him-
self employ the script with any great familiarity, and that his knowledge was
deficient: it is known that he passed, fatherless, into Franciscan hands at the age
of fifteen (Karttunen 1994:92). No earlier Maya scribe would have written the
pronoun “I” as‘i-ni, but would have used instead the syllable ni, yet this por-
tion of Landa’s manuscript has been presumed to be a literate transcription of
Maya by an indigenous user of the script.8 For all the great value of Landa’s
(and Chi’s) data, some of syllables seem to devised ad hoc, as in xe,showing a
person vomiting, and taken from Yukatek xeh,“vomit”; the b’e syllables sure-
ly had a different vowel, [i] . Moreover, in Houston’s experience teaching in an
American university, beginning students tend to write glyphs in a linear fash-
ion, each rendered separately, according to a pattern directly influenced by al-
phabetic script. Until pressed, they avoid the tightly clustered glyph blocks em-
ployed by the Maya. So too with Landa’s informant: he wrote ma-‘i-ni-k’a-ti,
not in Mayan blocks, but in a European ordering of disconnected elements.
Since the Landa manuscript is a copy (the original is lost) the unusual ordering
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could have been introduced later, but this explanation fails to accord with what
appear to be otherwise careful transcriptions in the copy now in Madrid. All this
evidence hints that Mayan script was not effectively communicated for long af-
ter the sixteenth century, and was already in disrepair and in discontinuity with
past usage.

The disruption of priestly schools, the burning of codices—arguably the
principal repository of glyphic exemplars—and, as on Rapa Nui, the death
by disease of so many literates (cf. Fischer 1997:9; and García Bernal 1978;
Lovell 1991) would have led, perhaps in a single generation, to the tip of
Maya writing into final obsolescence. This was doubtless exacerbated by the
esoteric nature of the archaic prestige language recorded in the script, which
at the time could hardly have been spoken by many people. The death of such
a restricted language, with few speakers and limited registers of use, would
inflict corresponding damage on the script. What remained were day signs,
twenty in total and easily memorized, and only one, that for “lord,” ahau,
surviving into the nineteenth century, fully equipped with European crown,
cross, and sometimes bearded visage. By the late eighteenth century, the oth-
er day signs had already deteriorated into squiggles lacking all distinctive 
attributes (Fig. 10; Book of Chilam Balam of Chumayel, Coe 1973: pl. 88). 
The survival of glyphs in isolation has more a feel of “rememberers” than full-
fledged users of a writing system. Here, a dominant script overwhelmed a
subordinate one.

By the Colonial period, the glyphs that did survive suggest, not expansive
glyphic literacy but secretive and selective preservation of a few signs: the
books of Chilam Balam, in which the glyphs endured, were usually kept out of
view. Indigenous languages were used for notarial and other documents at the
local level in the exercise of partial self rule, political negotiation with the Span-
ish authorities, both secular and ecclesiastical, and, paradoxically, the consoli-
dation and reinforcement of native identity. Since many of the first Maya users
of the Roman alphabet were local elites, they probably lived for a generation in
a biliterate environment, in which compelling forces caused individuals to re-
place one with the other. In this, the Mexican pictorials did far better, being used
and—in the example of the eighteenth-century Techialoyan manuscripts in
Nahuatl—forged for submission as legal evidence in Colonial courts (Boone
2000:245–46). Dynastic narratives and mapmaking were acceptable to the
Spanish authorities; the amalgam of calendar, rite, and deities in late Mayan
writing was not. Mexican pictorials, even those portions that are decidedly lex-
emic and linguistic, suggest that open writing tends to adapt readily to new
scripts, going so far as to absorb features from them. Several authors have
stressed the elaboration of phonetic elements and linear text in Mexican picto-
rials as postdating the Spanish conquest, presumably under influence from Ro-
man script and new, more discursive modes of presentation (Dibble 1971:330–
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Figure 10. Page from the Colonial Book of Chilam Balam of Chumayel (Coe 1973: pl. 88).



9 There is a claim for the ghostly impress of Mayan glyphs in later, alphabetic writing of the Yu-
catan peninsula (Bricker 1989). According to this argument, a variety of spellings in the prophetic
Books of Chilam Balam of Chumayel and Chan Kan reflect conventions that only make sense in
terms of influence from a logosyllabic script—namely, Mayan writing. These features are thought
to include consonant insertion (“a CVC root plus a VC grammatical suffix [recorded with] two CVC
clusters” [Bricker 1989: 40]); vowel insertion (CVVrecords CV’, CVh, CVy, or -VC [Bricker 1989:
43]); vowel deletion (C for CVsyllables [Bricker 1989: 44], perhaps because Maya scribes learned
letter values as syllables); and consonant deletion (dropping final consonants [Bricker 1989: 45]).
The difficulty with this hypothesis is that the spellings do not conform to glyphic usage. When
scribes working with glyphs wished to write a VC “grammatical suffix” they did so with -VC forms,
not CVC (i.e., -IL and other morphosyllables). The glyphic examples cited by Bricker are differ-
ent expressions and do not belong to a single, contrastive set (i.e., not ba-te~ bat-te,as she asserts,
but B’AAH-TE’ 5/ KALOOM-TE’. Bricker’s orthography is hers, ours uses newer Mayanist con-
ventions). The presumed “vowel insertion” involves misconstrued examples (i.e., not u-te-e,but
U-TE-’e, thus /te’/), as do the examples of dropped final consonants (i.e., not k’a but K’AHK’-
k’a, and kuk-mo 5/ k’u-yu /?-ki-AJAW-mo-‘o). In other words, the conventions in the Colonial
documents do not match any attested conventions of glyphic spelling. The glyphs cited in favor of
the hypothesis are, with few exceptions, misinterpreted. In fairness to Bricker, her piece was writ-
ten well before recent revisions in glyphic knowledge. If her suggestion is excluded, this supports
the probability that glyphic “consciousness” failed to influence Mayan literacy into the Colonial
period. Moreover, one of the lone examples of non-calendrical glyphic writing from the late sev-
enteenth century—a supposed name glyph—is now known to be a forgery (Prem 1999).

31; cf. Nicholson 1973:36). The elaborate, still enigmatic glyphic sequences in
the Codex Xolotl, a sixteenth-century example from the region of Texcoco,
Mexico, are a case in point.9

In sum, Terminal Classic writing experienced not one but many deaths, de-
pending on site and region, as script communities fragmented and lost contact
with one another. This is consistent with the variable and idiosyncratic nature
of the Maya Collapse and the extinction of royal courts across the Maya Low-
lands (Webster 2002:343–47). The evidence runs the gamut from rapid or rad-
ical obsolescence to gradual extinction, and, in final vestiges, to the pseudo-
glyphs of “rememberers.” But a few centers must have preserved glyphic
knowledge. By Postclassic times, the glyphs in their more elaborate form had
become largely restricted to a single genre and medium, that of the screenfold
manuscripts or “codices.” The numbers of these books cannot be estimated. Al -
lusions to thousands may be the exaggerations of clerical propagandists wish-
ing to emphasize their triumphant destruction of indigenous belief and its in-
struments of propagation. In any case, their absolute number is less relevant
than their comprehensive contrast with more public texts, a fuller code in the
codices differing from a restricted code in more public settings. The Grolier
hints that “open” Mexican pictography penetrated from those settings into the
codical tradition. With the Conquest, the religious contents of the codices made
them inherently obnoxious to the Spaniards, who destroyed most of the books
perhaps within the third quarter of the sixteenth century. The obliteration of the
prestige language that had come to be closely associated with script further un-
dermined use of Mayan glyphs: with that destruction came the unraveling of
the glyphic script community in favor of one emphasizing the roman alphabet.
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Claims for later glyphic literacy, in the sense of logosyllabic script rather than
remembered day signs, are unconfirmed and unlikely.

discussion

This comparison of three important script traditions—Egyptian, cuneiform,
and Mayan in its Mesoamerican setting—highlights similarities and differ-
ences in their patterns of obsolescence. All involved, to some extent, sociolin-
guistic, “spheres-of-exchange,” and demographic assaults. All experienced a
dramatic reduction in function and, perhaps, content: the latest datable cunei-
form text pertains to astronomy; Egyptian hieroglyphic became “celebratory”
and temple-oriented, demotic equally tethered to the values of a civilization ne-
glected and latterly under cultural assault; and Mayan glyphs, wholly unlike the
“open” pictography of Mexico, became highly restricted in function and use,
with a near-total attenuation of public functions. Mayan glyphs were identified,
at least in their non-calendrical portion, with a religious system that was nox-
ious to their conquerors; similarly, Egyptian writing was closely linked to tra-
ditional religion that increasingly lost state sponsorship and, like cuneiform, a
native elite that would value its messages. In all cases scripts were tenacious
until their script communities became unable to sustain the investment involved
in transmitting such systems across generations or found it desirable to discon-
tinue doing so. The disappearance of Hieroglyphic Luwian in mid-first-millen-
nium b.c. Syria must be seen as linked to the demise of local dynasties in the
face of Assyrian expansion (Hawkins 1995), rather as Cypriote disappeared
with the religious cult that nourished it (see above; Pope 1999:145), Kharosthı̄
faded with the extinction of the Kusāna empire, and the Mormon Deseret al-
phabet declined with the demise of its chief patron, Brigham Young (Watt
1994). All were endangered by their specialized functions, linkages with a lim-
ited sphere of patrons, and political ties. Once a niche dissolved—the need to
record astronomy, particular kinds of calendrical notations, and invocations of
dwindling gods—a script community would find its investment without clear
dividend. In some respects, this pattern closely accords with a crucial principle
of language change, proposed by Kurylowicz (1966:164) as his Second Law of
Analogy and refined by Robertson (n.d.): “[i]n a linguistic paradigm, the form
of a less marked category tends to impose itself on neighboring, more marked
categories.” In like manner, a script with general functions tends to displace a
script with specific ones, in a “sphere-of-exchange” shift. In all cases, it seems
likely that dying scripts had such restricted functions.

All these scripts had as alternatives “target” writing systems, often connect-
ed to dominant groups and languages—Aramaic and Greek in Mesopotamia,
Greek in Egypt, Spanish among the Maya—that did not have problematic con-
nections to languages and high cultures of diminished interest. In this sense,
their obsolescence, in a context of biliteracy or triliteracy, is utterly different
from instances of script collapse in which no target script was available: Indus
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script did not find a local replacement for over a millennium, and in Crete and
mainland Greece the demise of Linear B was followed by illiteracy for several
centuries (Bennett 1991). It is telling that their obsolescence was “radical.”
Most examples of Linear B were only preserved fortuitously by the burning of
palace complexes with their archives (Chadwick 1976:18). By the time of their
abandonment, Egyptian, cuneiform, and Mayan must have accrued sufficient
negative prestige and stigma to discourage further use. The reduced, highly spe-
cialized functions made this disuse relatively painless for most people or, to put
this another way, made it quite painful for just a few committed people—a “tip”
or negative influence that might have amounted to little more than a nudge.

The tip into obsolescence varied in its social or cultural motivation. For
Egypt, Mesopotamia, and the Maya, indigenous elites were closely associated
with weakening scripts. In Egypt, the crises of the third-century a.d. Roman em-
pire undermined official sponsorship of temple-based script communities that
used Egyptian writing; what persisted in their place were Greek-based institu-
tions and later the Coptic church. Among the Maya, native elites who might or-
dinarily promote and employ glyphs were physically exterminated or co-opted
into reconfigured societies that prized Roman script. This appears also to have
been true of Rongorongo on Rapa Nui, whose population was devastated by Pe-
ruvian labor gangs and smallpox (Fischer 1997:20). As argued above, the
claims for sustained, covert, and highly competent use of Maya glyphs are less
credible than a scenario of rapid decay in the sixteenth century. Bishop de Lan-
da’s informant’s knowledge was already deformed by Spanish practices. The
few glyphs in continued use were the domain of “rememberers” wielding a pro-
gressively more schematic form of the calendrical signary. The comparative
study of pseudo-writing, including those mentioned here from Egypt and the
Maya, has not yet been attempted in any systematic fashion (but see Cardona
1981); supposed “magical” functions are only part of the story in what must
have been a complex admixture of inept copying, fakery, and deliberate es-
chewal of literate expression. Cuneiform, by contrast, ceased to play a monu-
mental or decorative role many centuries before its demise, so there was little
motivation to produce pseudo-cuneiform or debased signs.

A significant difference between the scripts covered here is that Egyptian was
a living language in the period when its scripts ceased to be used, even if the
written form was a long way from the spoken. Cuneiform, by contrast, wrote
languages that had long ceased to be spoken, as may have been equally true for
the archaic language recorded in the Postclassic Maya codices (Houston et al.
2000). In this sense they could be compared to the position of classical Greek
in the Islamic Middle Ages. In the period after the scripts disappeared, Coptic
continued to record Egyptian, but other scripts did not take up the languages of
cuneiform and Mayan writing. Thus, different civilizational and linguistic con-
texts affected profoundly the pattern of script loss.

For the Mayan script there is evidence of both simplification and defective-
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ness, in the vastly complicated multiple collapses among Terminal Classic dy-
nastic societies. At some cities the script declined rapidly, in a “radical” man-
ner, in other cities by incremental decay into pseudo-glyphs, a pattern that re-
flected the break-up of supra-regional script communities into highly localized
ones. The patchwork decline of Egyptian hieroglyphic and demotic, with re-
stricted examples of robust survivals, suggests a pattern of surviving, but in the
end isolated script communities: the smaller their size, the smaller their chances
of securing cross-generational transmission and the more limited the range of
what they could write, until it became restricted to date formulas and names,
albeit competently inscribed. The example of cuneiform is both clearer and
more opaque: the latest examples are proficient if bizarre in terminology, yet
difficult to situate within any detailed image of the script community. There
may be a statistical decline in the frequency of cuneiform texts, but, with one
unclear exception (see n. 5), there is no perceptible decay of writing into the
scribbles of rememberers.

When a language disappears, it must be replaced by another. Language re-
placement is a cultural, often political and sociolinguistic, matter, but script dis-
appearance or replacement is more exclusively cultural, and for the pre-mod-
ern world—with its limited literacy and great investment in symbolic modes of
communication and commemoration—mostly high-cultural. It is symptomatic
of this cultural salience that the last uses of our three scripts were for purposes
that were deeply embedded in their civilizations. In the cases of Egyptian and
cuneiform, these continued written traditions that embodied ancient learning.
In Egypt, the pictorial decoration in the temples, where most of the latest writ-
ing is found, was systematically mutilated in early Christian times. This testi-
fies to the power of those cultural symbols, further reinforced by the frequent
siting of churches in the same spaces. The writing itself was not attacked, pre-
sumably in part because few could read it. While Maya glyphs rarely show ev-
idence of damnatio memoriae—the deliberate erasure of names or text (Kep-
pie 1991:22)—they do display mutilation of eyes and noses, for which there
are two possible explanations, neither mutually exclusive: (1) the defacements
neutralized or “killed” animated or vital images (Houston and Stuart 1998: 88);
or (2) the mutilations reflected a time—the Maya Collapse—when faces could
be recognized and dishonored but not glyphic content, which had passed into
unintelligibility. Few Maya stelae have escaped this kind of damage.

A crucial feature of Egyptian and Mayan script obsolescence may be the dis-
integration of linked pictorial traditions. Maya iconography, for example, de-
clines rapidly in the early Colonial period, when it was replaced by a passion
for Hapsburg eagles (Stone 1995: fig. 4-73) and by crude pictographs that had
virtually no connection to the conventions of high culture. This ligament to oth-
er graphic forms of communication exemplifies how the margins of this study
open out onto unexplored terrain, including script obsolescences from Meroitic
to Isthmian that are not covered in this survey, as well as disappearing artistic
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traditions that are replaced by radically different ones. Sampling and other
problems will make some of these narratives of decline in script and picture dif-
ficult to reconstruct. But the comparative impulse will eventually elucidate, to
common satisfaction, why they, along with Egyptian, cuneiform, and Mayan,
found it impossible to endure.
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